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ABSTRACT 

Segovia (Spain) was declared by UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1985. The urban 
palaces built in Segovia, between the 15th and 18th centuries, are functionally 
distributed around interior patios with galleries on three or four sides. In view of the 
current purpose of the buildings, some modifications might be needed, this can be 
done in three different ways: Partial closure of the gallery with windows, new 
structures covering the whole patio or no modification at all (open patio). Discussion 
addressing the three different approaches and their implications regarding heritage 
and hygrothermal performance will be presented. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The walled city of Segovia was declared Patrimony of humanity by UNESCO in 1985. 
The contemplation of any city map, allows us to observe the urban structure that time 
and history have given to the city: delimited by the wall, it adapts to the irregular 
topography between the rivers Eresma and Clamores, standing out over its urban 
outline streets, squares, churches, hamlet, palaces, walls and patios.  
In the walled town the proliferation of Urban Palaces built between the XV and XVIII is 
distinguished. These Urban Palaces have a common disposition: built on irregular 
plots almost every time, located in the urban framework of the city, they have a main 
front cover that communicates it with the street: behind it, and through the entrance 
hall, the cuadrangular patio can be seen, with arcaded gallery in three or four of its 
sides, which serves as a distributor to the rooms on each level, providing them with 

light and ventilation without the need to open holes in the exterior walls 1 .  
At the moment, the historical use of these buildings as familiar residences, is being 
substituted by other usages, such as city equipments, multifamily residence, hospitality 
among others, and this modification is leading, sometimes, to make changes in the 
buildings walls. In the following article we will study the changes in the energetic 
behavior that three of these patios have suffered.    
We it is spoken about bioclimatic strategies, technicians usually present two possible 
priority objectives: the use of these strategies to have the largest solar uptake or, on 
the contrary, to avoid (if it is possible) the production of such uptake.  
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However, there are a lot of weathers where it is advisable to search for solar heat 
uptake in determined seasons, while in others; such capitation turns out to be 
undesirable: mild weather like the one found in the center area of the Iberian 
Peninsula. 
These weathers –located in the north hemisphere between latitudes 20º and 60º-, 
solar height is very variable along the year, being highly elevated during summer and 
too low during winter.  
In this fringe where the city of Segovia is found, capital of the province with the same 
name, on the southeast area of the “Comunidad Autónoma de Castilla y León”, north 
of the great mountain range that divides into two the central plateau of the Peninsula.  
Segovia’s orography is rugged, existing differences in height of almost 1000 meters 
between different zones, having its highest point at 1800 meters, and the lowest one, 
around an altitude of 900 meters above sea level.   
This difference of altitude causes considerable weather variations in the territory: most 
of it presents continental weather –with cold winters, hot summers and an irregular 
rain, more abundant during spring and, especially, autumn-, but mountains have much 
colder winters and temperate summers and much abundant rain that usually turns into 
snow even from the beginnings of autumn. 
For this type of weather, one of the oldest bioclimatic strategies is the use of patios 

that, although more common in warm weathers 2 , can be used, with different results, 
in colder weathers.  
Regarding this matter it is interesting to introduce the description made by Guillermo 
Yáñez in its book “Arquitectura solar e Iluminación Natural”: 

««La radiación solar que penetra en un patio es la correspondiente al hueco de 
su superficie horizontal superior; dicha radiación es absorbida por las fachadas 
interiores soleadas. Por otra parte, el patio es un espacio que suele estar 
protegido del viento. En definitiva, el patio actúa como un reductor del impacto 
de la radiación solar y además reduce la velocidad del aire exterior, creándose 
un remanso del aire. Estos dos factores van a favorecer la refrigeración del patio 
mediante los dos mecanismos siguientes: la evaporación del agua en el seno del 
patio y la radiación de onda larga de la cubierta. 
La temperatura ambiente de un patio será menor que la exterior, especialmente 
por la noche, si durante el día ha sido protegido del sol y se ha utilizado 
vegetación y agua para que ésta, al evaporarse, absorba el calor latente del aire 
ambiente bajando la temperatura del aire. 
En un patio a la sombra con un estanque, con plantas a su alrededor que se 
riegan con agua muy pulverizada, el aire se puede llegar a enfriar hasta una 
temperatura próxima a la del bulbo húmedo. Cuanto mayor sea la masa de aire 
en contacto con el agua, mayor será la tasa de evaporación y, en consecuencia 
la reducción de la temperatura. Al cubrirse el patio, con una lona blanca o con 
una cubierta vegetal, se impide la mezcla del aire más fresco del patio, próximo 
al suelo, con el aire más caliente por encima de dicha protección solar. 
El intercambio radiante, por la noche con cielo despejado y sin viento, entre la 
superficie de la cubierta y las altas capas de la atmósfera, que están a varios 
grados bajo cero, enfría aquella según la ley de Stefan Boltzmann. Mediante 
este mecanismo radiante se puede enfriar dicha superficie cuando no hay viento, 
como se demuestra al formarse el rocío en la superficie de las hojas que miran al 
cielo. 
Al enfriarse la superficie de la cubierta se enfría el aire en contacto con ella, 
formándose una capa de aire más frío que el aire ambiente exterior. Para 



aprovechar las frigorías contenidas en dicha capa y acumularlas en el patio se 
inclinan las vertientes de la cubierta hacia su interior, de forma que el aire frío se 
vierta en él. Para proteger la cubierta del viento exterior, se debe construir un 
peto perimetral en la parte superior de la misma. La cubierta se enfriará más 

rápidamente si tiene un buen aislamiento térmico en el espacio bajo cubierta» 3 . 
The quote is quite wide, but it explains the way a patio is used in warm areas to create 
a haven of cold easily.  
Nevertheless, in Segovia, climatology is not so warm to give preference to passive 
cooling systems.  
Even though the norm UNE 100.001 of exterior conditions for projects does not 
contemplate Segovia among Spanish cities studies, the EREN1 supplies the following 
data: 
 

Table 1. Climate data for the town of Segovia, supplied by EREN for winter season.  

DT (ºC) Temperature degree days 15ºC 

99% 97,5% Jan Feb March April May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct Nov. Dec. Year 

–8,2 –6,5 334 293 275 186 97 18 0 1 23 98 239 367 1931 

 
Table 2. Climate data or the town of Segovia, supplied by EREN for summer season.  

DT (ºC) RH (%) Variación Rel. (%) Altitude (m) LATITUDE 

33.0 35.0 17 1`002 40º57 

 
So, this is a city where weather is very cold during winter and pretty warm and dry 
during summer, although night temperatures during summer are considerably more 
moderate.  
Likewise, analyzing the reduced value of degrees-day on base 15ºC, we observe that, 
energetically speaking, it is more convenient to encourage solar uptake than avoiding 
it. Therefore, Segovian patios may not have been used as cooling elements. So, why 
were they done for? 
It is very frequent in Spanish medieval or renaissance architecture that houses gave 
their back to the street in the search for privacy, inherited from the Arabian world, 
serving to obtain light and ventilation, like we have already said about these patios, in 
many occasions the access to these patios was made through halls and lobbies 
creating a “Z”, so they could never be seen from the outside. This last costume is less 
frequent in more recent buildings. 
Additionally, a traditional use of Urban Palaces patios is as distributor between the 
rooms with which it communicates trough the double level open gallery. 
Throughout this first part of the article, we will analyze the hygrothermal behavior of 
three patios located in three different palaces in Segovia: the palace of Quintanar, the 
palace of the Lozoya Marquis and the palace of the Castro family. They are all historic-
artistic monuments. Such analysis will be done on the original pattern of the patios, 
that is to say, before being altered.  
Then, the current behavior of such patios will be analyzed, knowing that all of them 
have been recently restored and reformed.  
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One of these patios –Quintanar Palace- is currently used as a cultural equipment 
building. Its patio, however, preserves its original character, so the hygrothermal 
functioning has not changed.   
A second patio –Marquis of Lozoya Palace, current headquarter of the Architect’s 
school of Segovia- has suffered an action on the upper plant gallery, whose openings 
have been sealed with glass elements, to heat the gallery.  
Finally, the patio of the Castro family Palace –current provincial archive- was provided 
with a glass cover supported by a tubular metallic structure.  
The performance on all three patios will be analyzed in this communication, both from 
the energetic point of view and the patrimonial protection they belong to.  

2. HYGROTHERMAL FUNCTIONING OF ALL THREE PATIOS IN THEIR ORIGINAL 
STATE.  

It is relevant to observe that none of the analyzed patios present any type of 
vegetation which, according to the stated previously, could contribute to refresh their 
microclimate. 
Likewise, the color of the walls do not present the typical liming widely related with the 
search of solar radiation reflection.    
The pavements are stone type, that is to say, they present high calorific capacity and 
thermal inertia, which allow them to perform as heat storages as far as they receive 
enough solar radiation to do so.   

 
Quintanar Palace Patio 
The Quintanar Palace is dated to mid XV century, even though it has in its structure 
elements belonging to previous centuries, and it was transformed in the XVII and XIX 
centuries adapting it to the uses and decoration characteristics of those years. Since 
1949 it has been destined to several educative uses, such as Teaching school and 

Music Conservatory 4 .  
The main entrance (figure 1) frames its entrance with eleven helmets and the shield 
with the surnames Heredia, Peralta, Virués y Osorio supported by two savages armed 

with mallets 5 . 
Side facades have openings available in two heights and the back part closes the 
garden with a high wall.  
The internal distribution is around a two level patio: the lower level has bases and 
granite capitals with the weaponry shields of the titular families of the building; the 
upper level has the gallery built in wood structure with grooved uprights and a different 
rhythm from the lower level.  
The Quintanar Palace patio (figure 2) is practically square, with pillars in its southeast, 
southwest and northwest facades. Under its pavement there is a pond, whose curb 
can be seen in the west corner. Above the porches a perimeter gallery that goes 
through the three mentioned facades is located, and on top of this gallery there is a 
third floor, setback from the lower plants, which practically shields the property from 
the western sun any time of the year. The facade facing to the northwest presents a 
fourth additional floor that effectively protects the patio from the morning sun.  
The dimensions of the uncovered part of the patio are 8x8 meters. The gallery facing 
the southeast has a 1.80 meter width, while the one oriented to the southwest has a 
2.65 meter width and the façade oriented to the northwest is 3 meter wide.  
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.- Exterior views and ground floor of the Quintanar Palace.  

 
This disparity in the width of the porticoes, next to the fact that the lowest porch is, 
precisely, the one that will receive more sunshine, it indicates that avoiding solar heat 
uptake was not what was intended.  
The height of the roof eave of the first floor gallery is the same as the width of the 
uncovered part of the patio, which allows us to analyze its possibilities of sunshine 
according to the parameters established by G. Z. Brown and Mark Dekay in their book 
Sun, Wind & Light. They indicate: «The appropriate spacing between buildings is 
determined by the profile angle of the low altitude winter sun. Multiply the height of the 
building, H, by the value X from the table to determine the spacing, S, that will provide 

optimum winter exposure for a cluster of buildings» 6 . 



 

 
Fig. 2.- View of the Quintanar Palace patio.  

 
Next, the mentioned table is introduced, it corresponds to the latitude 40º north, given 
that Segovia is at 40º57’.  
 
Table 3. Values of “X” for building spacing, taken from the book Sun, Wind & Light. Dates are for 

21st of each month. 

9 AM 10 AM 11 AM 12 Noon 1 PM 2 PM 3 PM 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

Dec 
Jan/
Nov 

3.0 2.4 2.3 1.9 2.1 1.8 2.0 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.3 1.9 3.0 2.4 

 

We observe that in no case the possibility to maintain a width same as the height is 
contemplated, if one wishes to favor a maximum sunshine. Therefore, we can infer 
that, given that the patio is to narrow, to find solar uptake should not have been a 
priority for its constructors.  
The fact that it is angled almost 45º respecting an orientation North-South, however, 
the sunshine of the ground floor should have been highly improved in the hours close 
to midday.  
If we consider the first floor gallery, sunshine is much better, given that the height of 
this floor is just 3.30 meters to that eave. With this height, winter sunshine would be 
optimal.   
If we consider the upper setback floors, the height above the first floor gallery would be 
of 7 meters, while the patio width is, at that same level, of 10.5x13 meters, that is to 
say, very close to the maximum possible sunshine.  
It is very common in many ones of Spain a day and seasonal variation in the usage of 
the rooms. For example: F. J. Neila says, talking about patios: «los pórticos y galerías 
en ambas plantas favorecen la creación de zonas de sombra en verano, que es 
cuando se ocupa principalmente la planta baja. Durante el invierno, que es cuando se 
ocupa la planta alta, el sol penetra en las habitaciones, al tiempo que calienta la 

cubierta» 7 .  
On the other hand, the fact that the size of the patio is reduced would defend the 
rooms that surround it from winter wind, creating a protected and sunny haven for 
each room.  



Therefore, both the materials and the finishes materials and its color, and the size and 
disposal of this patio, manifest that what was intended was the usage of solar heat and 
not the functioning of the patio as passive cooling system.  
However, we find that the palace possesses on its south side a garden communicated 
with the patio analyzed through a basement and from the first floor, which would allow 
to produce during summer a crossed ventilation through the first floor (mostly used 
during that period) or that would introduce fresh air from the garden –in which irrigation 
would have produced and evaporative refrigeration- towards the patio through an 
specially fresh room –the basement-. It would also allow avoiding this ventilation 
during winter, by simply closing the doors and windows of this basement and the 
ground floor. Therefore, a good managing of the controlled ventilation possibilities 
would also permit to use the patio to cool the rooms used during summer.  

Marquis of Lozoya palace Patio.  

This palace (figure 3), current headquarters of the architect’s school of Segovia 
demarcation, was initiated as Good of cultural interest with monument category on 
June 29th 1983 y published on the September 7th 1983 BOE2. 
The Palace, known as Marquis of Lozoya, was a former property of the alderman 
López Losa. In this house Santa Teresa de Jesús founded the first Carmelitas 
Descalzas de Segovia Convent in 1574, before its definite placement down the street 

8 . 
The property suffered important reformations in the XVII century; previous constructive 
elements were kept during this reform, such as masonry walls and courses of bricks 

existing under the façade sgraffito 9 .   
The two façade shields show the weapons of the Contreras family, along with the 
López Losa, Suárez de la Concha, Tapia y Jirón.  
The hall communicates, through a descending stair, with the quadrangular patio of 
irregular sides (figure 4), which disposes on the ground plant eight granite columns, 
dated in the XVII century, these columns are the support for the wood beams that hold 
the forged, the first floor has galleries in its four sides with wood supports and beams, 
glass with wood carpentry from the XIX century (Which implies that the modification 
that the hygrothermal behavior suffered is very old) forming double arch on each 
section between columns on the ground floor, which distributes from the four sides of 
the patio the rooms used in the buildings.  
The patio of the Marquis of Lozoya Palace, forms a square enclosure slightly 
deformed, arcaded in its four facades oriented, almost exactly, to the four cardinal 
points. Under its pavement there is, as in the previous case, a pond, whose curb can 
be seen close to the south façade, practically in the center of it.  
Over the porches there is a perimeter gallery that goes around the four mentioned 
facades on the second floor of the building.  
The dimensions of the uncovered part of the patio are slightly superior to 6x6 meters.  
The south oriented gallery has a mean width of 3.5 meters, while the ones oriented to 
the east and west are barely over 2.7 meters and the gallery oriented to the north is 
over 3 meters. The height is 8.5 meters, 4 meters correspond to the ground floor and 
the others 4.5 meters belong to the upper floor.    
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laws and state dispositions. 



 
Fig. 3.- Exterior view and ground plant of the Marquis of Lozoya Palace.  

 
Therefore we find a patio less sunny that the previous, whose lower floor would stay 
on the shadow most of the year, while the upper floor would have a quite important 
sunshine (except, for the north gallery).  



However, the protection it offers against wind is substantially higher than in the 
previous patio; because of the depth of both the porches and the gallery.   
 

 
Fig. 4.- Views of the Patio of the Marquis of Lozoya Palace.  

 

Patio of the Castro family Palace.  

The house located on the Capuchinos high street known as the Castro Palace [1] was 
declared cultural interest good with monument category on June 25th 1985 and 
currently is the headquarters of the Provincial Historical Archive.  
It has a chronology that goes back to the end of the XVII century when its construction 
was ordered by Juan Ortega del Río, on the plots of precious buildings belonging to 

the primogeniture del Río, sold to the primogeniture de la Hoz 10 . 
The palace has a shield on the façade and it belongs to a period after the other two 
palaces (figure 5).  
It presents a long hall that connects with the patio of a slightly rectangular proportion in 
the same direction as the plot, the ground floor has eight granite columns with the 
rapture marked and the upper floor is closed by a wall with windows that illuminate the 
attached rooms (figure 6). 
Previous to the rehabilitation the upper floors walls were made of wood framework, 
constructive system widely used in civil architecture of the city of Segovia.  
The patio conforms, as was pointed before, an slightly rectangular enclosure with the 
north and south facades of a bigger size than those oriented to the east and west. 
Arcaded in its four facades, like in the case of the patio of the Marquis of Lozoya, it 
presents a fountain in the center.  
Over the porches, on the second floor of the building, there is a perimeter gallery that 
goes around all four facades.  
The dimensions of the uncovered part of the patio are 9.5x8 meters, with porches and 
homogeneous galleries 3 meters deep. 
The height of the patio is 8.5 meters, 4.3 correspond to the ground floor and 4.2 to the 
upper floor.   
Therefore, we find ourselves with a patio with much more sunshine tan the two before, 
in with the sunshine of the east and west galleries were favored when a higher 
dimension was given to the patio in that direction.  
The protection offered against wind is the least of all three cases and the existence of 
the fountain in the center of the patio indicates that in this case the constructors 
wanted to favor, even just a little, passive refrigeration that the patio could give.   
 



 
Fig. 5.- Exterior views and ground floor of the Castro family Palace.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6.- Views of the Patio of the Castro family Palace.  
 

3. MODIFICATION SUFFERED BY ALL THREE PATIOS REGARDING THEIR USE. 

Analyzing the typology of the Segovian Urban Palace it can be easily proved its 
diversity and dispersion inside the walled space, given that the properties present 



different locations, orientation and dimensions, fundamentally because each and every 
one of them had to adapt to the urban outline of streets and squares.   
Regarding the analysis about the current use that these buildings have in the city, 
some of them keep their traditional use as private family residency, like the Arco 
Marquis Palace or the called House of chains, among others.   
Some of the palaces in the city have been transformed and subdivided internally, 
suffering renovation projects and internal redistribution almost entirely, maintaining the 
most significant and singular elements only, like the façade and the patio.  
In other cases, an alternative to the residential use has consisted in destine the urban 
palaces to cultural equipment or diverse administrative activities usage, adapting it to 
the new use by restoration projects, this is the case of the Torreón de Lozoya, 
destined to expositions and cultural uses, or the Quintanar Palace, whose patio is one 
of the three analyzed.   
Other palaces have been adapted to hotel use, as has happened with the Floresta de 
Trifontane Palace, having new rooms and services areas for its new use.  
Finally we can find palaces that are currently closed and without a determined use, so 
they are risked to reach an abandoned state that in occasions have threatened to take 
them to the ruin, like what is currently happen with a part of the Palace of Enrique IV. 
When restoration or rehabilitation projects are presented for Urban Palaces to adapt 
them to a new use, one of the essential aspects is the treatment that the patio will 
receive, because it it’s a characteristic element and which presents the interesting 
possibility to expand the available space transforming it into a total or partial closed 
space (let’s remember that the weather in Segovia just allows the use of uncovered 
spaces during few weeks per year). Next, the three proposals of intervention of the 
patios mostly used in the projects of buildings adequacy to a new use are exposed 
 

 
Fig. 7.- View of the superior galleries of the three patios, in the order they are being 

analyzed. The first image shows the patio of the Quintanar Palace while it was being 
restored.  

 
Option A.- Open patio, no modification. 
This intervention is merely of conservation of the building typology, with no further 
transformation, keeping both levels of the patio opened and allowing the natural 
renovation of air, as well as direct solar incidence all year long.  
 
Option B.- Closing in the open gallery, usually with Wood carpentry and glazing 
(Usually, this is the only option admitted by the “Conserjería de Patrimonio de la Junta 
de Castilla y León” 3) . 
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This intervention closes the gallery in the upper level with wood carpentry and glazing, 
adapting it to the preexisting cavities of the patio. The ground level is kept opened, 
allowing the natural renovation of air.   
 
Option C.- Total cover of the patio.  
This intervention completely covers the patio with an independent structure and with 
complete glazing. With this action the space of the patio is modified, transforming it in 
an interior space and intercepting the natural renovation of the air.  
As was already pointed on part 1, for the first case the chosen example was the 
Quintanar Palace, for the second the Marquis of Lozoya Palace and for the third the 
Castro family Palace.  
The analysis of all three proposals for the intervention of the Urban Palaces patios has 
a direct reflection on the conservation of Historic Architectures and the impact of the 
alteration of their typological characteristics supposes. This is why they have to be 
analyzed from this point of view besides from the energetic point of view.  

4. HYGROTHERMAL FUNCTIONING OF ALL THREE PATIOS AFTER THE 
SUFFERED TRANSFORMATION.  

Quintanar Palace Patio 

Currently, the building has been intervened with a restoration project, drafted by the 
architect Cristina Tremiño, with the objective to adapt and condition the Palace to a 
cultural use, diversifying rooms for exhibition use, studio, archive and offices. 
By not altering the disposition of the patio, its hygrothermal behavior is the same as 
before, that is to say, the one it was designed for.  
In figure 8 we can see, in blue, the cross ventilation that is produced in the first and 
second floor from the garden, and, in green, the entrance of fresh air produced in the 
patio, from the garden, through the basement.   
 

 
 

Fig. 8.- Section of the Quintanar Palace, where the functioning of the whole patio + 
garden during summer is observed.  

Patio of the Marquis of Lozoya Palace 

In the years 1982-1983 the architect Adolfo Moreno Yuste made an adaptation project 
for the building to be the headquarters of the official School of Architects in the 



demarcation of Segovia, and from the conclusion of the remodeling works, the palace 
has, without interruption, had this use.  
In this remodeling, the modification the patio had suffered in the XIX century 
maintained intact: the closing, by glass walls with wood carpentry of the gallery on the 
upper floor.  
The closing of the gallery gaps supposed a huge change in its hygrothermal behavior, 
because the phenomenon known as “greenhouse” started to produce, more especially 
as the glass closings were installed in the exterior edge of the façade, immediately 
behind the preexisting metal railing (figure 9). Therefore, the protecting shadow the 
lintel offers over the glazing is low.  
 

 
 

Fig. 9.- Closer look of the closing element installed in the upper gallery of the patio of 
the Marquis of Lozoya Palace during the XIX century. It is observed that the closing 

was practically installed to external bundles (graded with the exterior face of the 
facade, as much as the wrought iron railing permitted).   

 

 
 

Fig. 10.- Second floor of the Marquis of Lozoya Palace, in which the possibility to 
generate cross ventilation through the rooms on the upper floor during summer is 

observed, from the north facade towards the patio.  
Likewise, we see that the glass surface is about 4/5 of the total, that is to say, when 
they decided to glass the gallery they tried, as far as possible, to guarantee the 
maximum solar uptake in the enclosure created in the other upper gallery of the patio.  



On the contrary, the incorporation of this glazing difficults the cross ventilation that, 
coming from the building façade –oriented to the north, and therefore, permanently in 
the shadow- could originally refresh the main rooms of the housing on the second floor 
(figure 10). Therefore, it is evident that the modification prioritizes in an efficient way 
the behavior during winter, while it made worse its functioning during summer.  

Patio of the Castro family Palace 

At present the Castro Palace is the headquarters of the Provincial Archive, following 
the drafted project in 1990 by the architects Francisco de García Soria and Leopoldo 
Uría Iglesias which adapts it for the current use.  
This is the patio whose functioning was most altered from all the analyzed patios, 
because it was completely covered by a glass closing.  
The new closing, even increasing the habitable surface, has turned the patio into a 
greenhouse with costless solar heating during winter, so in sunny days there is no 
need to heat it, but with a very harmful heating during summer that makes it hardly 
habitable without artificial acclimatization.  
However, a simple opening mechanism in the highest part of the closing, could vary 
quite efficiently its functioning during summer, because it would be like a solar 
chimney (figure 11), taking advantage of the convective effect provoked by the great 
solar uptake to generate air flow that refresh the rooms attached to the patio.   
 

 
Fig. 11.- Convective flow that could be generated in the patio of the Castro family 

Palace with adequate automatic opening of the glass cover.  
 

For this purpose it would be desirable that the cover had been built with a higher slope 
to gain height and improve air shot, but this would have supposed to make it more 
visible, what would become into a greater alteration from the aesthetic-patrimonial 
point of view.  



The fountain located in its center and that served to make an evaporative refrigeration 
during summer has ceased its functioning due to condensation problems that were 
generated on the new glass cover, but it could start working again if the convective 
ventilation is generated, cooling the moving air and allowing the patio to work 
reasonably good, at least during spring and autumn.  

5. ARCHITECTONIC ALTERATION SUFFERED BY THE PROPERTIES 

Urban regulations 

All Urban Palaces in the walled city of Segovia are protected by the urban regulations 
PEAHIS –Special Plans for Historic Areas-, with initial approval in March 2010.  
This special plan incorporates in its documentation a catalog of all the protected 
properties, each of which has an individual card where the most important constructive 
and architectonic characteristics of every building are collected (fundamentally the 
ones that should be protected).  
The possible permitted interventions from the urban planning establish the different 
levels of intervention permitted. These levels are: conservation, restoration and finally 
rehabilitation or partial renovation of the properties.  
Previous to the intervention the presented proposal is analyzed and informed by the 
competent organs in Historic Patrimony matter, who study the condition and 
conservation of the elements to protect.  
If we analyze from the Patrimonial Protection point of view the interventions that the 
motioned patios have suffered, we observe that the first proposal is at the lowest 
intervention level: conservation, while the second and third should be considered as 
rehabilitation and partial renovation of the properties.  
The first proposal does not alter the building architecture; it is a conservation and 
maintenance intervention of the gallery use, keeping the condition of open gallery of 
communication and ventilation of the building rooms. The second proposal closes the 
upper level of the patio gallery; it provokes an alteration of thermal conditions by 
modifying the direct air interchange and creating a greenhouse situation when the sun 
impacts directly on the glasses. From the Cultural Patrimonial conservation point of 
view, the impact is acceptable, but it does not change the typological characteristics of 
use, or alters the architectural structure of the building.   
The third proposal covers the upper level of the patio with an independent structure 
which lies on the perimeter wall of the patio. This is the one that most intervenes the 
property; it creates a strong impact changing the typological configuration of the open 
patio, it builds a glass covers that alters the perception of the city covers (figure 9), 
although, in this case, the architects have tried that this glass cover could only be seen 
from the air. 
Another consequence of the intervention is that it provokes alterations regarding the 
possibility of new uses in the patio space, increasing the usable space of the building.  
 
 



 
 

Fig. 9.- Aerial view of the cover of the Castro family Palace (current Provincial Archive 
of Segovia) after the intervention.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

After analyzing the different interventions in the Urban Palaces of Segovia, 
advantages and inconvenient provoked by them can be scaled, from both patrimonial 
and energetic point of view.  
 
Proposal A. The patio gallery is left opened in both levels, without intervention. 
This proposal supposes a continued air renovation and a temperature interchange, 
between the patio and the adjacent rooms all year long, it supposes an advantage 
when the mean exterior temperature is similar to the interior temperature, but it 
involves a high lost of energy during the coldest moths of the year.  
From the cultural patrimonial protection point of view, this intervention does not 
suppose any alteration of the protected building, assimilating it as a conservation and 
maintenance intervention.   
 
Proposal B. Close with wood carpentry and glazing of the gallery on the upper floor.  
This proposal supposes an advantage during the coldest months of the year because 
an interchange of air between the patio and the gallery is not produced, allowing its 
alternative use.  
From the point of view of its functioning during summer, it gets worse if the installed 
carpentries are not detachable, or at least, permeable in great part of their surface. 
However, given the climatology of Segovia –with a higher need of heating than 
cooling-, the annual energetic balance is usually favorable in this type of interventions, 
given that they provide solar energy to the heating, lessening the strongest needs.   



From the patrimonial point of view, the impact is acceptable, as far as the materials 
are respected and the rhythm of the gaps, designing an integrated intervention with 
the architectural values of the building.  
 
Proposal C. Completely cover the patio with a spatial structure 
This proposal turns the patio into a close space allowing a higher diversity of its uses.   
From the cultural patrimony point of view the typology of use is transformed and it 
creates an exterior view impact by incorporating a new element to the cover.  
From the energetic point of view, this type of intervention is quite deficient if shielding 
elements that control the excess of solar uptake when it is not necessary are not 
contemplated and a correct ventilation of the covered space.  
However, making practicable the highest part of the glazing –always without 
compromising the watertightness of the cover, it can even improve the original 
ventilation regime of the patio.   
 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE PROPOSALS 

 

 
ADVANTAGES INCONVENIENTS 

Energetic Patrimonial Energetic Patrimonial 

PROPOSAL A 
- open patio- 

 

Continued 

renovation of air. 

Generally better 

behavior during 

summer.  

The original 

architectural 

aspect is 

preserved. 

During cold 

months the loss of 

heat is high and 

the possible uses 

are limited. 

 

Not appreciated. 

PROPOSAL B 

- Carpentry in the 
upper gallery- 

 

During cold 

months sunshine 

is used.  

The intervention 

does not modify 

the typology. 

Possibilities of 

cross ventilation 

for passive 

refrigeration of the 

adjacent rooms 

get worse. 

Acceptable, as far 

as materials and 

gap rhythm is 

maintained.  

PROPOSAL C 

-covered patio- 

 

During cold 

months there are 

few loses.  

Possibility for new 

uses.  

 

 

 

During 

intermediate 

months forced 

ventilation is 

needed and during 

summer, 

refrigeration. 

The image of the 

cover is 

transformed.  
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